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Manycolor sensors have been developed and put
in practical use mainly in industry and daily
commodities1, for an example, CCD color camera.
The efficiency and sensitivity of these sensors are
usually very high, but they are composed of a
large scale and are very costly. It is, then,
desirable to develop a simple and portable color
sensor with low cost for the blind.
In this paper, a principle for a simple color
sensor has been proposed by using a white light
and somephoto receivers with a color filter, and a
preliminary experiment has been conducted to
provide corroborative evidence of the efficacyof
the principle by using an equipment made on an
experimental basis.

Principle

and Method

Figure 1 shows a sensor head. Awhite light from a
halogen lamp wasused as a light source and four
silicon photodiodes as a light receiver. One is used
for white light and the remainders are used for
three primary
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colors, i.e., red R, green G, and blue B. Each of the
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three light receivers has a color filter with a halfwidth of about 70 nm for each color, and obtains
light intensities
for each color. The sensor head
has a glass window through which light
illuminates an object. It serves two functions; one
is to protect the light source and four silicon
photodiodes, while the other is to provide close
contact of the glass window to the cloth, which
makes a cotton cloth surface flat. The close contact
is very important for precise measurementof the
light intensity since a scattered light intensity will
be considerably influenced by surface appearance.
An intensity level of the white light, Iw, was
used to standardize the light intensities
of the
three primary colors; IR, IG, and IB. The
standardization
is indispensable
for the
stabilization
of the light intensity, that is, the
standardized light intensities of the three primary
colors, IR/IW, I(/[w and IR/IW, will be constant evenif
the intensity of the white light fluctuates. These
standardized intensities
can, then, be used for
color detection.
Figure 2 shows the color detection system
based on the above principle. Each light intensity
wasamplified to an appropriate power and then
digitized by an 8 bits A/D converter into 256 levels.
The digitization
was done so that the maximum
light intensity
reflected
from a white object
corresponds to the maximumlevel, i.e., level 256,
and the minimum Eght intensity reflected from a
dark object to the minimum level, i.e., level 1. The
color was then detected by using a computer; we
call it "computer color".
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wasseenin particular with the cloth. This will be
due to a constantscattering condition on the cloth.
Anotherexperimentw asconductedby using a
semi-transparentglass bottle and a polyester
container. The color detection was impossible in
this case. This was dueto a mirror-like reflection
onthe bottle surface. That is, no scattered light
was incident on the light receiver. We could,
however,
detect a bottle color simply by inserting a
white paper into the bottle. In this case, the white
paper producesthe scattered light and it acts as a
illuminating light.
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Fig. 2 Color Detection System

3. Experimental Results
Figure 3 shows a photograph of an equipment
madeon an experimental basis. The size was
about 5cmX5cmin base and 8cmin height, which
could be of practical usefor the blind.
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Conclusion

A methodfor a simple and portable color sensor
has been proposed and verified experimentally
with the equipment made on an experimental
basis. It was composedo f only a white Eght source,
four silicon photodiodes as a light receiver, four
amplifiers and A/D converters for each light
intensity, and a computer.It was found froma
preliminary experimentthat all the colors were
detected within a level of 16 standard colors, and
that the depth of each color was agreed upon
within 3 levels.
Wearenowdevelopinga color-findingsoftware
and conversionhardware that is capable of
transforminga light signal into an audio signal,
which is of practical use for the blind.
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Preliminary experiments wereconducted by
using this equipment for papers and cloths, each
of which correspondedto 16 standard colors. All
the "computerc olor"agreed well with the object
colors; the humaneyejudged the "computercolor"
and the object colors as the samewithin the range
of the 16 colors. Furthermore,t he depth of each
color was agreed upon within 3 levels. No
remarkable differencewerefoundbetweenpaper
color and cloth color. An accuracyof the color
detectionincreased with the closeness of the glass
windowto the object, as expectedin section 2. This
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